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Note: Mix and match any of the patterns or colors in the Country Gingham 6x6 inch Designer 
Series Paper which comes in the Country Floral Lane Suite. A list of what comes in this suite is 
listed after the directions.

Card base: White thick cardstock cut at 11 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches. Fold in half with a bone folder 
or clear block.

1. 

Add Balmy Blue Gingham Designer Series Paper layer cut at 5 1/4 x 4 inches. Adhere with 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue or Seal Adhesive.

2. 

Add Sweet Sorbet sold color cardstock cut at  5 x 3 3/4 inches. Adhere to Balmy Blue 
Gingham.

3. 

Use Country Bouquet bundle punch to punch a heart out of sweet sorbet gingham designer 
series paper, and the two leaves using green gingham designer paper.

4. 

Use Dainty Delight dies to cut two semi-circle branches using various gingham designer 
papers. (Dies are on page 55 of Spring Mini Catalog).

5. 

Adhere branches to sweet sorbet cardstock first,  letting them overlap slightly. Then adhere 
heart and leaves.

6. 

Make a bow (I prefer the "bunny ears" method- watch my video of how to do bunny ears 
here) using real red ribbon from the Country Bouquet ribbon combo pack. Adhere with a mini 
glue dot.

7. 

Use the Take Your Pick tool to add three blue sequins from "Pastel adhesive-backed 
sequins."

8. 

Optional: Adhere an extra piece of gingham paper to the bottom of the inside of the card 
(approximately 4 1/4 x 3/4 inches).

The ____ Bundle    or   ______ Suite Collection includes: (Featured colors:      ) 
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